WHICH VENDORS OFFER THE 10 BEST SD WAN SOLUTIONS?
Please visit: https://www.netify.com/lists/top-best-sd-wan-solutions
Looking to find the best match for your business? Try the SD WAN assessment to learn which vendors and managed
providers match your needs: https://www.netify.co.uk/sd-wan-assessment

Aryaka has evolved a
multifaceted portfolio around
core connectivity, cloud
interconnect, security and
network analysis services.
The company’s NaaS service,
which includes core SD WAN
features, called
SmartConnect is available
with either global or regional
connectivity with global
private backbone access.

Globalgig is a global MVNO
offering a unique multi-IMSI
SIM with more than 600
carrier profiles in 200
countries resulting in
extensive hybrid WAN
capability. Globalgig provides
a central management
console to monitor site and
path availability, traffic and
device metrics and
application performance.

Cato Networks is a
cloud-based NaaS that was
one of the first to develop and
promote a set of integrated
security services that we
later dubbed SASE. Cato
operates a global backbone
with more than 50 POPs that
uses proprietary routing and
traffic management software
to improve performance and
availability.

Open Systems is a
cloud-based NaaS focusing
on SASE whose service
combines SD WAN and
monitoring of network WAN
circuits, security features and
predictive analytics of
network and security event
and performance data. It
includes features like
encrypted links, QoS controls,
application-specific routing
and traffic metrics.

Cisco SD WAN Viptela offers
significant SD WAN solution
capability for organizations
which require support for
large or complex
architecture. Application
performance features are
supported by real-time
analytics and reporting with
comprehensive SASE
security via their Umbrella
cloud product-set.

Cisco’s Meraki provides VPN
and SD WAN services such as
support for IKE/IPSec
tunnels, L2TP termination,
VPN link redundancy,
policy-based-routing,
dynamic path selection for
best WAN performance,
support for application-layer
performance profiles and
automatic provisioning.

Fortinet is a leading provider
of UTM (Unified Threat
Management) appliances that
primarily targets branch
office and SOHO
environments. Its appliances
scale from two-port 10 GbE to
32-port 10/25/100 GbE
devices with up to 310 GBPs
VPN throughput.

Palo Alto is a San Jose based
business, their service
offerings consist of ION
(Instant-On Network) which
offers the capability to meet
data center and edge
appliance/software demands.
CloudGenix is a good option
for hybrid Internet VPN, MPLS
and Wireless connectivity
aggregation.

Versa Secure SD WAN
platform focuses on the core
elements of SASE by building
a next-generation firewall
(NGFW), secure remote
access, and unified threat
management (UTM) services
into its Versa VOS SD WAN
platform. Versa offers
security features, along with
robust network and
control-plane separation in
multi-tenant environments.

VMware bought and
incorporated VeloCloud’s
product as the foundation of
its Virtual Cloud Network
portfolio, which includes NSX,
software-defined security
(firewall, IDS/IPS) and public
cloud connectivity (NSX
Cloud). VMware SD WAN uses
a central orchestrator to
control network connections
to VeloCloud edge sites, with
managed cloud gateways.

